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ABSTRACT
Network traffic is often diurnal, with some networks peaking dur-
ing the workday and many homes during evening streaming hours.
Monitoring systems consider diurnal trends for capacity planning
and anomaly detection. In this paper, we reverse this inference and
use diurnal network trends and their absence to infer human activity.
We draw on existing and new ICMP echo-request scans of more
than 5.2M /24 IPv4 networks to identify diurnal trends in IP address
responsiveness. Some of these networks are change-sensitive, with
diurnal patterns correlating with human activity. We develop algo-
rithms to clean this data, extract underlying trends from diurnal and
weekly fluctuation, and detect changes in that activity. Although
firewalls hide many networks, and Network Address Translation
often hides human trends, we show about 168k to 330k (3.3–6.4% of
the 5.2M) /24 IPv4 networks are change-sensitive. These blocks are
spread globally, representing some of the most active 60% of 2 × 2◦
geographic gridcells, regions that include 98.5% of ping-responsive
blocks. Finally, we detect interesting changes in human activity.
Reusing existing data allows our new algorithm to identify changes,
such as Work-from-Home due to the global reaction to the emer-
gence of Covid-19 in 2020. We also see other changes in human ac-
tivity, such as national holidays and government-mandated curfews.
This ability to detect trends in human activity from the Internet
data provides a new ability to understand our world, complement-
ing other sources of public information such as news reports and
wastewater virus observation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Humans are a major source of activity on the Internet—diurnal
effects in network traffic have been observed since early telephone
networks and are prominent inwired [58] andwireless networks [81,
96]. Traffic models consider diurnal trends during network provi-
sioning [34, 48] and for anomaly detection [61]. Diurnal trends in
traffic volume also appear in IP address usage [72] and must be
accounted for in Internet outage detection systems [7, 45, 72, 74].
These systems detect changes in network activity (long-term traffic
demand, network anomalies, outages) and factor out the diurnal
trends caused by humans as a confounding signal.

We suggest the opposite inference can also be important: detect-
ing diurnal human activity from network observations, then using
such activity to infer changes in human activity.

Our work was sparked by the Covid-19 pandemic, where over a
few weeks in 2020, millions of people shifted to work-from-home
(WFH). Ongoing measurements revealed changes in our univer-
sity’s network usage that directly reflected this shift. Also, many
researchers reported changes in network traffic, from increases
in wired network traffic [55], and a 15–20% increase in IXP traf-
fic [32]. In some cases, concerns about growth in streaming media
prompted preemptive reductions in video quality [13]. Facebook
reported a sharp 20% increase in traffic in late March after wide-
spread WFH [11]. Mobile (cellular) networks showed a 25% drop in
traffic and decreased user mobility as people stay at home [59]. The
signal we are examining is how many IP addresses are active, and
rather than using it to report on Internet use, we invert it to detect
diurnal human activity, then look for changes in that activity. Our
work provides global coverages without special access to traffic
metrics (volume, latency, and availability, etc.)

Looking for changes in the diurnal network to infer human activ-
ity can be helpful for several reasons. External evidence of changes
in human activity can help reduce uncertainty around public re-
sponses to large events, such as the global Covid-19 pandemic and
regional protests. Evaluation of WFH in 2020 is useful to provide a
view of states policies during this period, since news about WFH is
not always widely available internationally, and it can be helpful
to compare observed behavior to stated policy (for example, [31]).
Beyond Covid-19 WFH, our approach can detect other changes in
human diurnal activity. We have seen changes that correspond to
public lockdowns in response to protests (see §4.3), for example.
Our inference of human activity can be an independent viewpoint
to illustrate responses to public policies, and to provide data in
policy decisions.

Our work uses frequent pings (ICMP echo request) of the pub-
lic IPv4 address space to observe diurnal network trends. As an
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active measurement, this source has the advantage of providing
a global picture, and pre-existing measurement activity provide
data that covers the unexpected onset of Covid-19. A disadvan-
tage of active measurement is that it cannot see behind widely
used network address-translation in home routers, nor firewalls (as
with prior work [71, 79]). We define change-responsive networks
as those where diurnal human activity is strong enough to detect
changes. We prove 168k to 330k blocks are suitable for activity
detection (§3.4) globally (Table 2 and §3.5). These blocks can rep-
resent changes in human activity across 60% of 2 × 2◦ geographic
gridcells with networks. While “only” 60%, these are the most net-
worked regions, and they represent 98.5% to 99.7% /24 blocks. Even
in regions like North America and Europe, where always-on net-
working is commonplace, some change-responsive blocks indicate
local human activity.

Our contribution is to be the first to analyze network addresses
to reveal the activity of human populations. Prior work has used
addresses to measure geographic events [69, 79], shown that they
reflect ISP policies [14, 64, 68, 98], and human trends [25, 72, 81].
To our knowledge, we are the first to reverse this process and use
addresses to infer human activity. We study only aggregate human
activity; our approach respects individual privacy by focusing on
/24 address blocks, and is IRB reviewed. We discuss research ethics
in detail in Appendix A.

To evaluate human activity, we show how to interpret address
responsiveness to indicate human activity, then detect changes in
that activity in §2. This analysis requires several steps to clean the
data, extract a signal from underlying trends, and detect changes
in that signal (Table 1). We apply this new analysis to data from
ongoing, active measurements of the Internet [71], and add new
measurements to improve accuracy (§2.8). Re-analysis of existing
data requires care, since ongoing measurements are optimized for
other purposes, and its varying rate affects the accuracy for some
blocks. Our additional measurements directly resolve these limi-
tations. Our algorithm is inspired by observations where we had
ground truth (Figure 1 and Appendix B). We support our design
choices with systematic evaluation of our design decisions (§3.1
and §3.2).

The second contribution of our work is to show this signal pro-
vides global coverage and general correctness, even with pervasive
Network Address Translation (NAT) and firewalls. Although we
have data for more than 5.2M IPv4 /24 blocks, we see that about
168k to 330k (3.3–6.4% of the 5.2M) are change-sensitive. As we de-
scribe above, while this fraction is small, this one-in-twenty sample
includes representative blocks for 60% of 2×2◦ geographic gridcells
with known IPv4 networks (Table 2 and §3.5). Such representatives
help give insight into regional phenomena such as Covid-related
health orders, and those change-sensitive blocks represent gridcells
covering up to 98.5% of ping-responsive blocks. We validate cover-
age and accuracy in end-to-end comparison of detection in random
/24 sample blocks (§3.6) and random locations (§3.7).

Focusing on human activity around the start of the Covid pan-
demic in early 2020 as prompting changes in human activity, we
show that our algorithms detect network changes corresponding
to Covid-WFH dates with high precision (93%, §3.6). Likewise, two
randomly selected locations show network changes near their WFH
dates (§3.7). High precision means we can confirm that detections

step see measurement risk validation coverage
Data import (active probing) §2.2 firewalls, NAT, packet loss [7, 71, 74] 5.2M blks.
(Opt.: addt’l observation) §2.8 selecting right blocks §3.2.3 1.8M blks.
Observation combination §2.7 observer independence §3.2.1 5.2M blks.
Address Reconstruction §2.3 slow probing or rapid changes §3.1 5.2M blks.
Change-sensitive blk. disc. §2.4 NAT and servers §3.2, §3.4 330k blks.
Trend extraction §2.5 non-human-activity changes [19, 80] N/A
Change detection §2.6 small or slow changes [26, 47] 400k blks.

Change analysis §2.6 multiple causes
geolocation accuracy

§3.6
§3.7

60% gridcells
98.5% blks.

Table 1: Analysis and modeling steps from raw data to signal
to detecting human-activity changes.

from our algorithm are human-related events. However, our recall
is slightly lower (72%), showing that sometimes we detect events
where we cannot identify clear root causes.

Our final contribution is to use our algorithms and data to study
the first six months of 2020. We see significant changes in human
activity throughout the world in 2020h1, as seen in Figure 8, corre-
sponding to reactions to the Covid pandemic. In the end, we demon-
strate the potential of our approach to discover Covid-related change
found in the Philippines and India in Mar. 2020, and non-Covid-
related change of Internet shutdown accompanied by curfews in
India in Feb. 2020.

Data from our work is available at no cost [1], and we plan to
release our analysis software with our paper publication.

2 METHODOLOGY
We infer changes in human activity from IPv4 address usage fol-
lowing the steps in Table 1. We begin by combining repeated pings
of millions of blocks (groups of 256 adjacent IPv4 addresses), iden-
tify change-sensitive blocks reflecting diurnal human activity, and
detect changes in use by block and geographic region.

Next, we illustrate this approach using an example shown in
Figure 1. This block is at USC, so we know the start of WFH is on
2020-03-15, and that address changes we observe correspond to
people at work. Our design considered manual examination of 2292
blocks, and we provide ground-truth examples in Appendix B.

2.1 Problem Statement and Challenges
We aim to identify human activity changes based on pings of mil-
lions of networks following the steps in Table 1. Our work was
prompted by the desire to assess global reaction to Covid-19 WFH
policies, but it can also detect changes in diurnal, human activity
such as public holidays and political curfews. Our work can help
identify or confirm such events, as shown in §4.

Our desire to detect changes in human diurnal activity has sev-
eral motivations. Since our assessment uses public methodology
and available data, it provides an independent, verifiable viewpoint.
Even if coverage is incomplete (we certainly do not see all changes in
activity!), independent evidence covering many locations can help
assess reactions to public regulations, and provide insights in re-
gions where public information is limited, incomplete, or distorted.
We hope to complement existing public observations, particularly
where information is sparse, confirming (Figure 9) and discovering
events (Figure 10).

Challenges: Each step in our analysis (Table 1) faces risks and
has been validated for correctness and completeness.
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Dataset: 2019q4-w* 2020q1-w* 2020q2-w* 2020h1-w* 2020m1-w* 2020h1-ejnw * 2020m1-ejnw
duration (weeks) 12 24 4 24 4
completeness (sites) 1 4
allocated blocks 14.5M

not routed 3.3M
routed blocks 11,095,220 11,121,592 11,149,787 11,149,787 11,121,592 11,149,787 11,121,592
not responsive 7,049,754 5,948,566 5,925,238 6,024,576 5,948,566 6,024,576 5,948,566
responsive 4,045,466 5,173,026 5,224,549 5,125,211 5,173,026 5,125,211 5,173,026
not diurnal 3,631,272 4,773,727 4,849,579 4,877,967 4,770,462 4,889,070 4,762,638
diurnal 414,194 399,299 374,970 247,244 402,564 236,141 410,388
narrow swing 1,375,566 2,145,246 1,700,045 2,269,473 2,951,412 1,825,465 1,641,216
wide swing 2,669,900 3,027,780 3,524,504 2,855,738 2,221,614 3,299,746 3,531810
not change-sensitive 3,675,118 4,855,201 4,948,888 4,956,244 4,863,004 4,937,024 4,840,113
change-sensitive 370,348 317,825 275,661 168,967 310,022 188,187 332,913

Table 2: Blocks before and after filtering (in /24s). Change-sensitive is interpreted as /24 blocks that are diurnal and with wide
swing. Allocated addresses from IPv4 Address Space Registry [52]; Routing data from Routeviews [2–4].

Our ultimate test of correctness is an end-to-end evaluation
focusing on known changes in human activity. To answer this
question, we document changes that correspond with Covid-related
events for two random graphic locations (§3.7). Working backward
through our algorithm, we see good precision (93%) for randomly
sampled blocks in §3.6. High precision shows our algorithm’s results
are almost always correct.

Our approach has representative blocks that are near geographi-
cally complete, covering 98.5% of the ping-responsive blocks, and
60% of all geographic regions. We directly observe changes in 168k
to 330k network blocks (§3.4). While a small fraction of all the ping-
responsive, public, IPv4 blocks (3.3–6.4% of 5.2M blocks in 2020),
and no active measurements see behind NAT or firewalls that forbid
probes, these blocks can represent events in the most populated
geographic areas. Thus we cover most places, even though we do not
see everyone. The geographic coverage and sample size, with our
algorithm’s high precision, provide useful results for most of the
networked globe (§4), discovering events of which we are unaware.

To understand why our end-to-end evaluation is successful, we
examine each step of our algorithm, validating what it models
and potential sources of error (summarized in Table 1). Our work
reinterprets existing datasets, so evaluation of data collection (and
estimates of NAT and firewalls) are established work [7, 71, 74]. We
use existing, proven algorithms for trend extraction [19, 80] and
change detection [26, 47].

Analogies:We see ourwork as analogous to other non-traditional
sources of epidemiology. In Covid-19 reporting, the “gold standard”
for infection report is a PCR test administered by medical providers
and reported through public health agencies. However, wastewater-
based epidemiology [83] (WBE) estimates infection rates based
on sampling virus DNA in sewage. WBE is necessarily imprecise
about individuals and cannot detect infections from those using
septic systems, but it provided early evaluation when testing was
limited [63]. Similarly, researchers showed that influenza spread
can be inferred from search queries in Google [38].

The ultimate benefit of our approach is to show that it is possible
to interpret observations of Internet usage to infer information
about the actions of the public, an approach to apply in future

studies. In addition, we apply our approach retroactively to evaluate
Covid-19.

2.2 Probing IP Addresses For Activity
Our approach leverages active probing of the IPv4 address space to
monitor the status of addresses. Active probing allows us to observe
if the target address is active or not, by reporting results as positive
or non-replies.

We look for data that provides global coverage of address respon-
siveness, with data frequent enough to detect diurnal changes. We
focus on source collecting data when Covid first spread in 2019 and
2020, in which we know people tend to change workplace to home.
After examining several possibilities, we primarily use data from
Trinocular, an Internet outage detection system operating since
2013.

We summarize prior detailed descriptions of collection [7, 71]:
each of the six geographically distributed sites independently probes
about 5.2M /24 IPv4 address blocks with ICMP echo request mes-
sages. Each site probes from 1 to 16 targets per block every 11
minutes, taken from a list with a pseudorandom order that is fixed
for each quarter. Targets are limited to addresses that have ever
responded to a complete scan in the last three years, written as
𝐸 (𝑏). Probe rates are low enough that rate limiting is unlikely [46].
Although we consider data from all six sites, we discard two (sites
c and g) in 2020 after identifying hardware problems that spoil the
data. We merge data from the remaining sites (§2.3).

Sources Selection and Alternates: In principle, any frequent
public scan of the IP space can serve as input.

We explored multiple alternative sources of active probing data.
We compare our analysis to USC Internet surveys [49]. Surveys
provide complete scans for selected blocks, (IP addresses every 11
minutes), but only for about 40k /24 blocks for about 4 weeks of
every quarter, so the blocks are spatially and temporally incomplete.
We use this data as ground truth for about 4k blocks in §3.2.1. We
examined ZMap [28], with its quick, complete scans of IPv4, but it
preserves only positive replies. Our algorithms require the timing
of both positive and negative replies, and reconstruction of ZMap
is impossible because it does not preserve probe order (or initial
seed). Censys scans [27] emphasize daily services and certificates
on hosts, not reachability many times per day, and bulk data is not
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Figure 1: A block (128.9.144.0/24) illustrating address usage
changes due to confirmed WFH.

currently available. CAIDA’s Archipelago [15] covers all routed /24
blocks, but it is far too slow to track diurnal trends. Its 3 teams of
17-18 probers cover all routed blocks every 2-3 days, about 1/256th
the rate of Trinocular. Thus while these systems are tuned for their
goals, none can be adapted to support diurnal analysis of most IPv4
or of 2020, although they may be extended for future use.

We also consider additional probing in §2.8 to improve coverage
for some blocks. However, study of Covid-19’s first spread neces-
sarily uses only existing data. Reuse also avoids the small cost that
active probing places on the world’s networks, and avoids duplica-
tion of opt-out mechanisms and abuse handling, both operational
costs of sustained probing.

Specific datasets: We list specific datasets covering October
2019 through June 2020 in an appendix (Table 6). This data is avail-
able at no cost to researchers. Trinocular collects data from six lo-
cations (coded c: Colorado; e: Washington, DC; g: Greece; j: Tokyo;
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Figure 2: Address reconstruction for a simple 4-address block
over several rounds (changes in bold).

and n: Netherlands; w: Los Angeles). These sites provide very di-
verse perspectives, since each has different upstream ISPs, and they
are on three continents. Although we consider data from all loca-
tions, we discard sites c and g in 2020 because of hardware problems.
In the paper we use the term site and observer interchangeably.

IPv6: Our methods require seeing changes in address usage.
These changes exist in IPv6, as seen by Google [41]. However, the
IPv6’s size and design prevent exhaustive probing [39, 40] and no
IPv6 data is available to us. IPv6 address measurement is an active
area of research [10, 35, 37, 66], and passive sources show promise
for future IPv6 coverage [30].

2.3 Reconstructing Active Addresses
Our data source scans the visible Internet incrementally in rounds,
so our first step is to reconstruct the state of the Internet from these
incremental results.

Trinocular rounds occur every 11 minutes and probe 1 to 16
addresses. We ingest results incrementally to estimate how many
are active. When all ever-active addresses (𝐸 (𝑏)) have been ob-
served, we have a complete reconstruction of the block. Then each
subsequent round provides an adjusted estimate, updating prior
data with any newly observed changes. Figure 2 shows 6 rounds
of reconstruction in an artificial block. Scan rate (the light gray
addresses) varies, and after one round with no output (scanning
has not yet completed), the estimate is updated in rounds 2 and 5
to 8. Figure 1a shows active counts for a real block, where there are
88 probed addresses (|𝐸 (𝑏) |, top red line), but only 8–18 are active
during these three months (lower blue).

Accumulating state over multiple rounds leverages the fixed
probing order (§2.2). We assume addresses do not change state
until they are re-scanned, an assumption that holds if scanning
is faster than addresses change. State changes (responsive to non-
responsive, or vice versa) are due to laptop suspension or DHCP
reassignment, both fairly slow [67]. The best case scan time for six
observers scanning a 256-address block is 33 minutes (3 rounds),
and the worst case is 8 hours (43 rounds, at one address per prober
per round). The size of a complete block (𝐸 (𝑏)) varies by history
(updated each quarter), and the probe rate per round varies over
the day based on responses (updated dynamically), so both bounds
are atypical. In practice scan times are small (median: 2 hours, §3.1),
and usually provide good accuracy (§3.2).

Mitigating probe loss: Address reconstruction is very sensitive
to loss since a non-response to a query is interpreted as that address
being inactive until the next time it is queried, and an observer will
not retry until all other addresses have been scanned. Since queries
are sent to unique addresses, spread out in time and space, queries
that pass a congested link with loss rate 𝑝 are reduced randomly
by a factor of (1 − 𝑝). When we combine observations from 𝑁
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observers (later in §2.7), one congested observer will reduce address
by (1 − 𝑝)/𝑁 .

We apply 1-loss repair to mitigate query loss. From [49] § 3.5,
1-loss repair examines queries to each address and replaces the pat-
tern 101 (responsive, non-responsive, responsive) with 111, while
ignoring 001, 110, and other patterns. This algorithm assumes the
addresses are usually active for multiple probe rounds, so a better
explanation for a single non-response is that the query (or response)
was lost rather than the address was briefly unused. This algorithm
assumes that active addresses are usually active for several probing
rounds. The loss rate 𝑝 is small, implying the probability of back-
to-back query losses is very small (𝑝2). We show this algorithm has
little effect on most blocks but correctly repairs the effects of one
observer encountering loss on a congested link in §3.3.

We deployed 1-loss repair relatively late in our work based on
evidence of congestive loss from one observer to a minority of
destinations. Validated 1-loss repair is leveraged to address this
problem with minimal changes to non-lossy links (§3.3). Complete
counts (Table 2), coverage (Figure 7 and Figure 8) and all real-
world results (§4) all employ 1-loss repair, but some preliminary
results marked with an asterisk (*) use data without 1-loss repair.
In validation of reconstruction (§3.2) and sample blocks (§3.6) we
manually examined all the sample blocks to affirm sampled blocks
did not see congestive loss from some observers. We are in the
process of updating all results with 1-loss repair.

2.4 Identifying Change-Sensitive Blocks
To find changes in human activity, we need blocks that reflect
people’s daily schedules. We call such blocks change-sensitive, and
identify them because first, they show a regular, diurnal pattern;
second, the swing (high and low count) over 24 hours is large
enough to detect its disappearance with confidence. We focus on
change-sensitive blocks that show diurnal trends with a persistent
daily swing to discard blocks that are inactive, occupied by always-
on servers, and filtered by firewalls, since they are not change-
sensitive.

Our example block (Figure 1a) is a known change-sensitive block.
Active addresses over time (the blue line) usually show groups of
five bumps, corresponding to the work-week, followed by two days
of flat activity over the weekend. We also see known holidays on
2020-01-20 and -02-17.

Diurnal Blocks:We identify diurnal blocks by taking the FFT of
the active addresses over time and looking for energy in frequencies
corresponding to 24 hours, or harmonics of that frequency. This
approach follows prior work [72], which shows that IP addresses
often reflect diurnal activity, particularly in Asia, South America,
and Eastern Europe.

Persistent Daily Swing: We look for blocks that have a “wide”
daily swing in addresses, as described below. We define the daily
swing as the range of addresses (maximum seen minus minimum)
over midnight-to-midnight UTC.

A wide swing is a change of more than 𝑠 addresses per day. Too
large a threshold will reduce the number of accepted blocks, but too
small makes the algorithm vulnerable to noise such as individual
computer restarts. We select 5 as the minimum value that tolerates
uncorrelated outages caused by a few computers (for example, due

to maintenance). The distribution of daily swing (omitted due to
space) shows around 95% of blocks meet or exceed this threshold.

Finally, the swing must be persistent and reflects a work week.
Changes need not occur every day, since many blocks (like Fig-
ure 1a) show use primarily during the work-week and not on week-
ends and holidays. We require blocks to have a wide daily swing for
at least 4 of 7 consecutive days for at least one week in the obser-
vation period. We use a 7-day window since work activity usually
follows weeks, and a 4-day minimum to tolerate 3-day weekends
(for example, the week of 2020-01-20 in Figure 1a).

Coverage: Activity change detections show in change-sensitive
blocks when diurnal changes disappear. We adopt Jan. 2020 as
a baseline for what blocks are change sensitive; §3.4 shows that
this provides good coverage (between 168k and 330k blocks meet
these two requirements). Since it is before Covid was widespread
it is not skewed by Covid-WFH. We ignore non-change-sensitive
blocks since their operation (perhaps firewalls or NAT) hides human
activity, as we discuss in §2.6.

2.5 Trend Extraction
The diurnal changes in our example (Figure 1) can be seen visually,
however, in many blocks daily fluctuations make it difficult to detect
changes in use. We expect changes will either remove the diurnal
swing, as shown in Figure 1a after 2020-03-15, or decrease overall
usage (and possibly the size of the swing), as fewer people come
back to work. These signals are properties of the general baseline of
active addresses and are obscured by daily changes and day-to-day
variations, so we need to extract the trend from noise.

We track the underlying baseline by applying a standard season-
ality model to the data. Seasonality models decompose the signal
into a baseline convoluted with a daily and possibly weekly sig-
nal. We considered two models: the “naive” seasonality model [80]
and Seasonal-Trend decomposition using LOESS (STL) [19, 80]. Al-
though both are similar, we adopted the STL for our work after
comparing the two and finding it more robust to outliers.

Figure 1b shows the decomposition from our sample block (Fig-
ure 1a) into trend, seasonal, and residual components. The seasonal
component (middle) models daily and weekly changes, while the
trend (top) captures the long-term mean value, and residual (bot-
tom) shows any remaining error.

2.6 Detecting Changes in Usage
We detect changes by a sudden, large reduction of the diurnal pat-
tern. Our sample block showed this signal, with diurnal activity
before 2020-03-15 and flat activity being confirmed as laptops are
now at home. This signal predicts human-activity changes and vice
versa. We validate it with random studies (§3.6 and §3.7), events
confirmed in public media (§4) and from network operators (Ap-
pendix B).

We automate the procedure with a standard change-point de-
tection algorithm, CUSUM [26, 47] applied to the long-term trend
in address usage. CUSUM flags upward or downward changes of
the baseline, and the time of the largest change. Before applying
CUSUM, we normalize the STL trend to its 𝑧-score (by subtracting
the mean and dividing by the standard deviation), so we can use
the same CUSUM parameters for every block (threshold: 1, drift:
0.001).
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Figure 1c continues our example block showing CUSUM detec-
tion. The bottom graph shows the cumulative increase and decrease
(in dark purple and light yellow). The upper graph shows the nor-
malized trend with the start and end of the detected change as
arrows on 2020-03-08 and -18. The point of change is 2020-03-15,
which we confirm as to when WFH began. This change is detected
from the fall in the normalized trend, reflecting the drop in address
activity due to the absence of diurnal address usage (Figure 1a).

Geographic Aggregation: We geolocate all blocks (using Max-
mind GeoLite [62]). Then we count blocks showing a decreasing
trend (the purple line in Figure 1c) in each 2 × 2◦ geographic re-
gion. (Two degrees is 222 km at the equator.) While IP geolocation
has inaccuracies, using 2 × 2◦ gridcells makes small inaccuracies
less relevant, emphasizing expected city-level precision. Also, we
discard gridcells with less than 5 change-sensitive blocks to avoid
exaggerating visibility of changes in areas with little data, since
such changes are less trustworthy. We focus downward changes
in the long-term trend, since that reflects a reduction in the diur-
nal pattern, typically indicating an end to periodicity due to the
work-week. Possible future work is to detect daily bumps and count
how many occur to distinguish workplace networks from home
networks.

Limitations and Other Sources of Change: CUSUM can au-
tomatically find activity indicating changes in change-sensitive
blocks. In §3.6 we validate this claim, and §4 shows events we dis-
covered with geographic aggregation. Changes in IP usage occur
for many root causes, including user mobility, ISP renumbering, and
network outages. An outage will be a downward change, followed
by an upward change when the network recovers. Since outages
are usually short (minutes or a few hours [45, 71, 74]), we identify
and discard closely timed down and upward changes as outages.
ISP-based renumbering (disruptions and anti-disruptions [74]) also
shows up as closely-paired upward and downward changes that can
be identified similarly. We can filter out such events by comparing
them with outage detections.

Our approach to detecting human-activity changes only in change-
sensitive blocks and cannot see changes behind firewalls or NAT.
Our results will be less successful in countries where most individ-
uals are behind always-on NAT devices, such as the U.S. and West-
ern Europe. In other countries, ISP customers are behind CG-NAT,
sometimes with multiple layers. Carrier-Grade NAT (CG-NAT) is
widely used for mobile phones, and some wired ISPs [76]. Like
home-based NAT, CG-NAT may hide diurnal trends, but CG-NAT
strategies such as paired pooling may expose diurnal trends by
allocating active individuals to public IP addresses. Mobile phone
activity is also complicated by opportunistic Wi-Fi at home [59].
We show good geographic coverage in §3.5, but the complexities
of NAT from prior studies [43, 57, 76] leave detection behind NAT
and CG-NAT for future work.

The success of our approach depends on seeing some users in
many locations, and it does not require seeing all users everywhere.
We show that our approach provides broad coverage, we see 168k
to 330k change-sensitive blocks (Table 2) in many countries (see
§3.5).

Our incomplete but widespread coverage suggests that our re-
sults are best used to estimate trends and not absolute counts of
individual choice.

2.7 Using Multiple Observers
We estimate network usage in §2.3 with observations from a single
observer. However, we have data available from multiple observers
in different geographic locations (§2.2). Each observer probes the
same targets in the same order, but they start independently and
run unsynchronized, so they are almost always out of phase with
each other.

We combine observations from multiple observers to reduce the
time required for scanning the full block and improve reconstruc-
tion accuracy as shown in §3.1 and §3.2.

Combining observations also increases our coverage as discussed
in (§4). It reduces per-site bias by assuming all sites are indepen-
dent and correctly operating. Observers are independent because
they are in multiple, physically distant locations and use different
upstream network providers. This independence is quantified in [8].

To evaluate the correct operation and confirm independence,
we analyze each observer independently and compare their results
against each other. This test identified data collection problems in
two observers, c and g, prompting us to remove them from analysis
for 2020m1. We confirmed that these sites had hardware or network
problems.

2.8 Adding Additional Observations
Reusing existing data (§2.3) means some reconstructed blocks are
under-observed. Beyond combining all observers (§2.7), we next
describe deploying an additional observer designed specifically to
cover previously under-observed blocks. Additional observations
require two decisions: which blocks need additional observations,
and how to observe.

Blocks that need additional observations are those with many
addresses which always respond, because our existing data source
(Trinocular) stops probing on the first positive response for the
block, as mentioned in §2.3. We identify such blocks by the block
refresh rate (§3.1), as estimated from each block’s historical response
rate and the number of addresses that will be scanned (𝐸 (𝑏) from
§2.3).

Additional observations are taken by a designed observer, given
a list of blocks that would be under-observed. This observer runs
the standard Trinocular algorithm, but extends each round with
up to four extra probes per round, even after a positive response.
We adjust the number of additional probes based on the current ob-
servation rate to meet our goal. We then combine these additional
observations with other observers as in §2.7. Together, aggregated
observations will scan the worst-case block (256 addresses, all al-
ways responding) in 352 minutes, and these four complete scans
per day allow detection of diurnal activity for all blocks.

In §3.2.3, we show this strategy identifies blocks that otherwise
would have insufficient reconstruction. We have deployed addi-
tional probing; regrettably, it cannot be applied retroactively to our
2020 data.

2.9 Sharing the Results
Our detection results are available on our website [86], with Google-
maps-style pan and zoom, as well as custom visualizations of time
series and ISPs that change [87]. Our detection data is available to
researchers at no cost [1].
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3 VALIDATING DESIGN CHOICES
Next, we evaluate the algorithm design. We begin with design
decisions: Do we track block states quickly enough to see diurnal
changes? How accurate is the reconstruction? How many blocks do
we see, and where are they? We then evaluate end-to-end results:
Do detections and discoveries match reports of real-world human-
activity changes?

3.1 Block Refresh Rate
We examine how quickly to complete scans of each /24 block, a full
block scan (FBS). Prior work has suggested that sparsely occupied
blocks are fully scanned in about two hours in the worst case [7],
but it covered only the subset of all blocks which were intermit-
tently responsive. Our new analysis here examines change-sensitive
blocks, a different subset.

Specifically, prior work bounded FBS time as part of improving
outage detection in sparse blocks (those with low response rates) [7].
It showed 3.1 hours (17 rounds) as an upper bound for scanning
sparse blocks, based on 15 probes per round (a chosen design limit),
over 11 minutes, and 256 addresses to cover in the block. A more
general worst case will consider blocks where all 256 addresses
always respond, so only one address is probed per round and a full
scan requires 256 rounds (1.8 days). Such blocks are not identified
as change-sensitive, but this rare worst-case suggests we need to
look at block scanning duration empirically.

We show cumulative distributions of scan time for all change-
sensitive blocks in 2020q1 in Figure 3. There are four cases: a single
observer, then combined data from two, three, and four observers,
from the bottom to the top respectively. About 65% of the change-
sensitive blocks can be fully scanned in 6 hours or less (the left
vertical dashed line), when data is combined from four observers.
By contrast, 6 hours provides about 48% of blocks with one. Given
12 hours, 4 observers cover 78% of blocks, compared to 61% with
one. This result shows that multiple observers are important to
see most diurnal changes (§2.7), and additional observations are
required to handle the tail of challenging blocks (§2.8).

3.2 Reconstruction Quality
Change sensitivity requires sufficient block reconstruction to detect
diurnal changes and swings. To evaluate when and why reconstruc-
tion is sufficient, we next compare our reconstruction to ground
truth from complete data. Our estimates of block refresh rates (§3.1)
suggest bounds on what we can measure (a refresh rate of 24 hours
is below the Nyquist rate and so cannot track diurnal changes), but
observation and the underlying changes are both non-linear, as it
provides a pessimistic bound.

We compare reconstruction against ground truth: Internet ad-
dress surveys (2020it89-w in Table 6) scan all addresses in a block
every 11 minutes for two weeks. Surveys cover about 2% of the
responsive blocks in the IPv4 Internet; we find 32,437 blocks over-
lapped between surveys and our data. We show reconstruction
of two blocks (representative of the 5,440) in Figure 4 (details in
Appendix C).

3.2.1 Quantifying Reconstruction Success. We first evaluate the
success of block reconstruction across all blocks with ground truth
in Table 3. Two weeks of full survey data (2020it89-w) are defined

Dataset: 2020it89
-w*

2020q1
-w*

2020q1
-ejnw *

2020m1
-ejnw *

2020it89
-match-
ejnw *

duration (weeks) 2 12 12 4 2
completeness (sites) full 1 . . . 4-site . . .

(*intersected with it89-w)
responsive 32,437
not diurnal 25,170 30,137 29,493 29,049 27,674
diurnal 7,257 2,300 2,944 3,388 4,763
narrow swing 15,104 12,597 11,112 11,112 11,112
wide swing 17,333 19,840 21,325 21,325 21,325
not change-sensit. 26,997 30,630 30,434 29,890 28,643
change-sensitive 5,440 1,807 2,003 2,547 3,794

Table 3: Validation data: counts of blocks overlapping from
reconstruction and Internet surveys.

as ground truth (probing all addresses every 11 minutes). We in-
tersect the data with four reconstruction options: one observer for
a quarter (2020q1-w), four observers for a quarter (2020q1-ejnw),
four observers for a month (2020m1-ejnw), and four observers for
two weeks (2020it89-match-ejnw). We expect more observers to
provide better quality reconstruction.

It shows that shorter observation detects more change-sensitive
blocks: comparing 2020q1-ejnw to 2020m1-ejnw (3 vs. 1 months in
columns 3 and 4), shows one month detects 2,547 change-sensitive
blocks while three months reduces that to 2,003. Reducing the
duration to 2 weeks (2020it89-match-ejnw) yields the most change-
sensitive blocks, confirming this observation. In the first quarter of
2020, we speculate that these changes may be due to Covid.

Second, we see that data from four observers improves change-
sensitive detection, confirming our design of combining data from
multiple observers (§2.7). Comparing 2020q1-ejnw or 2020m1-ejnw
(columns 3 and 4) to 2020q1-w (columns 2): with 4 × more observa-
tions, multiple sites allow better reconstruction of address usage
over the day, and therefore more frequent detection of diurnal
blocks (2,547 or 2,003 instead of only 1,807).

Overall, of the 5,440 change-sensitive blocks in the ground truth,
the 4-observer, 2-week reconstruction discovers 3,794, 70% of truth.
The main reason it misses blocks is that they do not appear to be
diurnal in reconstruction, but a shorter duration andmore observers
improve reconstruction, as shown below.

3.2.2 Causes of Imperfect Reconstruction. To understandwhy shorter
duration and combining multiple observers help, we next look at
two components of change sensitivity: checks for diurnal activity
and consistent swing. The middle rows of Table 3 show how many
blocks pass each of these checks in blocks that are present in the
ground truth (2020it89-w) and our four reconstruction options.

Duration of observation strongly affects diurnal detection: 2020m1-
ejnw finds 3,388 diurnal blocks (47% of ground truth), but recon-
struction within three months detect 2,944 or 2,300 (4 and one
observer, finding 41% and 32% of ground truth). With the same
duration that the survey data has, 2020it89-match-ejnw finds 4,763
diurnal blocks. This drop confirms that diurnal activity changed for
some blocks throughout 2020q1 as we apply our strict requirements
across a longer duration.

However, reconstruction increases the amount of swing: it finds
19.8k to 21.3k blocks with a wide swing compared to 17.3k in the
ground truth (a 14% to 23% overestimate).
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ground truth.

These differences arise because reconstruction has fewer obser-
vations. Probing optimized for outage detection acts as a non-linear,
low-pass filter over active addresses.

3.2.3 Additional probing to improve reconstruction quality. Recon-
struction is challenged by insufficient data. We designed additional
probing (§2.8) to fill this gap. We next explain that we can identify
under-probed blocks (the tail of the distribution in Figure 3) to
target additional probing.

Figure 5 shows the known change-sensitive blocks that are not
classified as change-sensitive in reconstruction and so need im-
provement. This heatmap is grouped by scan time (𝑥-axis) and scan
size (𝑦-axis). Problems occur in full blocks with longer scan time
(away from the origin), although most blocks are near the origin.

Select Under-probed Blocks:We select blocks for additional
probing by identifying those likely to be at the top right of these
graphs. We model the expected FBS time with logistic regression pa-
rameterized by scanned addresses (𝐸 (𝑏), the 𝑦-axis of these graphs,
defined in §2.2) and availability (𝐴, the expected response rate of
𝐸 (𝑏), defined in [71]), both of which we estimate from long-term
data. Any blocks with an estimated FBS time of more than 6 hours
are selected for additional probing, after discarding blocks with
𝐸 (𝑏) < 32 and 𝐴 < 0.05, since they will always be near the origin.
We select model parameters from experimentally observed FBS
times of a random sample of 5k responsive blocks. The model is
quite accurate, with only a 0.5% false-negative rate. Of our 5.2M
responsive blocks, we select 1.8M for additional probing in 2022q2,
and expect only 26k to be missed. We have deployed additional
probing since 2022q3. Evaluating its performance in the real world
is future work.

How Much Additional Probing: Given which blocks need ad-
ditional probing, wemust decide howmuch to probe.We know a full
roundmust scan |𝐸 (𝑏) | in 6 h, or 32 11-minute rounds, so we require
|𝐸 (𝑏) |/(6 × 60/11) probes per round. We send at most one query
to each block every 88 s (8 probes per round when |𝐸 (𝑏) | = 256),
half of our prior rate limit. This combination of existing probers
and additional probing, guarantees that all blocks are scanned in at
most 6 hours.

3.3 Mitigating Congestive Loss
The 1-Loss Repair algorithm (§2.3) is designed to mitigate the prob-
lem of one observer making observations through a link that en-
counters congestion. When congestion on the link is diurnal, it can
falsely imply that addresses in the target block are used diurnally.

We discovered the presence of congestive loss when we found
that additional observations (§2.8) reduced reconstruction quality.
Additional information should only improve quality, but additional
observations made over a link with congestive loss can reflect the
state of the link instead of the destination’s addresses. We use 1-loss
repair to correct this problem.

We validate 1-loss repair based on examination of randomly
selected 60 blocks, 40 were selected from two countries (China
and Morocco) with many diurnal blocks, and 20 from other lo-
cations. Only two observers (w and sometimes c) show evidence
of observation through lossy links for about one-quarter of Chi-
nese destinations; we see only sporadic congestive loss for other
observers in China and for any observer for other locations. Valida-
tion of these samples confirm that 1-loss repair corrects the effects
of observations over links with up to moderate loss rates, and that
it makes minimal changes to observers not observing congestive
loss.

As one example showing this problem and recovery with 1-loss
repair, Figure 6 examines one block. The charts show reconstruc-
tion from single observers (Figure 6a) and all observers without
(Figure 6b) and with (Figure 6c) 1-loss repair. Each chart shows
reconstruction for one quarter, with each address as a row and with
time on the 𝑥-axis. Green horizontal lines are inferred address pres-
ence and gray is a non-response. Figure 6a shows reconstruction
from single observers. Four observers (two on the top two charts,
two others are omitted due to space) show consistent results, with
each address active for multiple days (the long, green horizontal
lines). However, observer w (the third chart from the top) shows
congestion, with shorter green lines interrupted by gray. Quantita-
tively, Figure 6d shows that four observers see response rates with
mean 0.620, but w sees 0.479, suggesting up to 14% loss. (This loss
is overestimated due to Trinocular’s outage-optimized sampling.)
Congestive loss at observer w biases the all-observer reconstruction
shown in Figure 6b, producing a response rate of only 0.581.
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(a) Observers c and n (no congestive loss, top and middle) and w (with loss, bottom).
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(b) Reconstruction from all 5 observers, without 1-loss repair.
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(c) Reconstruction from all 5 observers, with 1-loss repair
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Figure 6: Reconstruction of a sample block: (a) observations
from individual observers without and with congestive loss;
reconstruction (b) without and (c) with 1-loss repair; and
(d) reply rates for this block without and with 1-loss repair.
Dataset: 2023q2.

Fortunately, 1-loss repair corrects random loss both for individ-
ual observers and the combined reconstruction. Figure 6d shows
response rates for this block without (left bar of each pair in orange)
and with (right darker blue bar) 1-loss repair. Reconstructions from
individual observers without loss see minimal change (response
rates increase by 0.010), while observer w changes from 0.479 to
0.552 (rising by 0.073). This improvement propagates to the all-
observer reconstruction, where the 1-loss repair result of 0.622 is
close to the non-lossy individual observers. Visually, we see that
reconstruction with loss repair in Figure 6c is a better match to
non-lossy single-site reconstructions in the top-two charts of Fig-
ure 6a than Figure 6b. We see similar results for most sample blocks
with 1-loss repair [9], confirm its effectiveness and that all-observer
reconstruction consistently provides the best reconstruction.

3.4 How Many Change-Sensitive Blocks?
We next explore how many change-sensitive blocks exist, how they
change over time, and revisit the effect of observation duration on
the number of change-sensitive blocks.

Decrease over Time: The left three columns of Table 2 show
three quarters of data collected by one observer from 2019q4 to
2020q2. The number of change-sensitive blocks decreases somewhat
over this period: from 370k to 327k to 275k. Some decreases from
2020q1 to 2020q2 may reflect Covid-19 WFH, as people move from
universities and workplaces with more public IP addresses to homes
where NAT hides status.

Churn: We see a fairly large rate of churn (turnover) in change-
sensitive blocks. Comparing the first six months of 2020 (2020h1-w)
with each three-month quarter (2020q1-w and 2020q2-w): the count
for 2020h1-w is the intersection of the two quarters, and with 169k
blocks, it is only 53% or 61% of each quarter. This drop is likely
because our strict rules require consistent diurnality (§3.2.1). We see
a similar drop to 189k when merging 2020q1-ejnw and 2020q2-ejnw,
consistent with duration as the primary factor. Another possible
reason for churn in the set of change-sensitive blocks in 2020 is the
Covid-induced changes in network usage, as seen in §3.2.1.

Input Targets: A complicating factor in this analysis is that
the underlying target list changes over time: in each quarter, the
target list is updated to reflect currently responsive blocks, and in
2020m1 the target list was expanded from 4.0M blocks to 5.2M to
take advantage of algorithm changes that correctly handle sparse
blocks [7] (compare the number of responsive blocks in 2019q4-w
and 2020q1-w).

Measurement Duration:We previously observed that longer
periods decrease the number of diurnal blocks. We see that effect
again here, comparing 2020m1-w to 2020q1-w and to 2020h1-w.
As discussed in §3.2.1, to factor out this change, we detect change-
sensitive blocks based on 2020m1-ejnw and apply that to all of
2020h1-ejnw for our data in §4. (The longer duration in 2020h1-
ejnw would reduce the number of change-sensitive blocks by 45%,
in part because of the very changes in address usage we are working
to detect.)

Implications: Despite dynamics, we see 168k to 330k change-
sensitive blocks, as shown in Table 2.

Any real-world system like the Internet will evolve, and the
above factors of change of usage, churn, and new allocations all
contribute to such non-stationarity. Non-stationarity is common
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gridcells C-S
blks-sum

ping-resp.
blks-sum

all 2,833 332.9k 5.17M 100%
under-observed 647 1K 0.02%
observed 2,186 100% 331.5k 100%

under-represented 880 40% 1.1k 0.3% 70k 1.3%
represented 1,306 60% 330.4k 99.7% 5.1M 98.5%

Table 4: Geographic coverage of human-activity change de-
tection, direct and block-weighted.

in measurement and can be addressed by regular retraining, as is
already done for input targets. Our data shows coverage is suffi-
ciently stable for the six months period we analyze here; we are
exploring the integration of retraining in ongoing work.

3.5 Where are Change-Sensitive Blocks?
Prior analysis of diurnal blocks has shown their frequency varies
by country [72]. Countries have different amounts of IPv4 ad-
dress space. They also adopt different telecommunications and cul-
tural policies about keeping devices “always-on”. Change-sensitive
blocks occur when devices are directly attached to the public Inter-
net, so we do not see change-sensitive blocks in ISPs where devices
use private address space behind an always-on router on the public
IPv4 Internet. IP address assignment and use have been a topic of
considerable study [14, 64, 67, 68, 72, 75, 76, 98]. Because of these
variations in address use practice, the sensitivity of our approach
varies by location, as we characterize below. A fuller exploration
of the relationship between policy and change-sensitive blocks is
future work.

Next, we summarize what we see. Figure 7 shows the locations
of all change-sensitive blocks in 2020m1-ejnw. Circle area repre-
sents the number of change-sensitive blocks in each 2 × 2◦ lati-
tude/longitude gridcell.

The best coverage is in Asia, with moderate coverage in Eu-
rope and North America, and sparse coverage in South America
and North Africa. Coverage reflects the intersection of where IPv4
addresses are allocated and where users of those addresses turn
off devices at night. Moderate coverage from North America and
Europe reflect widespread use of always-on home routers, which
usually hide changes in end-user devices. (Although such routers
usemany public IPv4 addresses, their 24x7 operationmeans they are
not diurnal or change-sensitive, and so their ping-responsiveness
does not reveal periods of actual activity.) However, we do see diur-
nal blocks in North America and Europe at universities and in some
ISPs where users occupy public IP addresses during the work-week
(like Figure 1). The heavier presence in Asia is likely to reflect local
ISP policies, with most users using dynamically assigned, public
IPs. Future work could explore correlations of change-sensitivity
with network types.

Coverage: To quantify the completeness of our geographic cov-
erage, we evaluate how many gridcells can report human-activity
changes. Our goal is to provide good coverage of represented ar-
eas of the globe, but we must define both “represented areas” and
“coverage”.

We consider a gridcell represented if it has at least 5 change-
sensitive blocks, andwell-observed if it has at least 5 ping-responsive
blocks in our data sources. These thresholds allow us to compare

changes over several blocks, avoiding false positives due to noise
in a single block. We evaluate sensitivity to different thresholds in
Appendix D.

Table 4 reports all ping-responsive, geo-locatable IPv4 blocks. It
evaluates coverage by the number of unique 2 × 2◦ gridcells and
by summing either change-sensitive or ping-responsive blocks in
those cells.

It shows that we get reasonable geographic coverage: 60% of
gridcells can be represented to report human-activity changes with
the baseline of observed gridcells. While we miss 40% of gridcells,
those we miss have very few users. We weigh coverage by the
number of users in the second and third columns. We see that
user-weighted coverage is very high: we can infer human-activity
changes in gridcells for 99.7% of change-sensitive blocks and 98.5%
of ping-responsive blocks from represented gridcells.

3.6 Validation by Sampled Blocks
We next validate the correctness of our algorithms by examining
random samples, finding events in sample blocks, then looking
for ground truth about that events in public news sources. In this
section we validate for WFH early in the Covid pandemic, where
changes in public health policies were widely adopted. We also
recognize human-activity changes for other reasons, such as large
public holidays (§4.2) and other government actions (§4.3). Here
we focus on WFH because health policies are often publicly docu-
mented.

Defining correctness:We claim that changes in change-sensitive
blocks can indicate human-activity changes, but defining “correct”
can be challenging. Changes may occur for reasons other than hu-
man factors, such as suffering outages and shifting users due to
maintenance. Also, our temporal precision is limited. We detect
changes daily and must account for weekends, so detection may
lag up to 4 days.

However, our goal is that our algorithms are useful, as case
studies in §4 show. We quantify correctness in two ways to support
that our algorithms should be trusted.

In this section, we evaluate random blocks, confirming they show
CUSUM changes on dates that match confirmed WFH reports. We
define block-level correctness as a WFH detection within four days
of a public WFH report. This correctness is not as strong as the
1:1 mapping of events with WFH, but it suggests correlation. In
§3.7 we examine random locations to see when groups of block-
level changes correspond to WFH reports. We define location-level
discoverability as a noticeable number of block-level changes cor-
responding to a public WFH report.

Together these metrics suggest utility.
Methodology: In Table 5, validation begins by selecting 50

random blocks from all change-sensitive blocks in 2020q1 (the first
three months of 2020). This selection is unbiased and large enough
to evaluate statistically. (Our case studies that examine locations
(§4) are also helpful, but will under-represent blocks in urban areas.)

We then geolocate each block to match it to ground truth news
reports. All blocks in our sample are geo-locatable. We see the
blocks are global, in 18 different countries or regions, following
the distribution seen in Figure 7, with 22 in China, 5 in Russia, 4 in
Malaysia, 3 in India, 2 in Brazil and Hong Kong SAR (China), and
the remaining 12 are single blocks in single countries.
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Figure 7: The number of change-sensitive blocks (circle area) by geolocation
(in a 2 × 2◦ gridcell). Dataset: 2020m1.
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Figure 8: The human-activity changes
for 2020h1 by continent.

dataset: 2020q1-ejnw
change-sensitive blocks 332,913

random selection 50
geo-locatable 50
no WFH in quarter 6
WFH in quarter 44

CUSUM near (±4d) WFH date 14
manual confirmation (TP) 13
apparent outage (FP) 1

no CUSUM near WFH date 30
visual-detection near WFH (FN) 5
CUSUM 5d from WFH 1
CUSUM not related to WFH 9
no CUSUM detections 15

Table 5: Validation of sampled blocks.

We then look at events per block and search for public news
reports about Covid-19 lockdown dates. We use global Covid-19
lockdown dates from multiple media sources [6, 18, 20, 22, 36, 44,
54, 60, 65, 73, 85, 88–90, 92, 95]. Russian and Singapore lockdowns
are not in this quarter (they are March 30 and April 7, but we cannot
consider March 30 because of overlap with transients at the change
of quarter), so we discard those 6 blocks, leaving 44 with news
reports.

Correctness: For correctness, our algorithms detect changes
in 14 of these 44 blocks. In 13 of those 14, we confirm a CUSUM-
detected change in the raw data within 4 days of the reported Covid-
19 lockdown date (true positives), showing precision is 93%—the
detections that we see are usually Covid-related. A manual exami-
nation of raw data confirms these are real changes. The 14th block
shows a change on 2020-03-21, during WFH—but the raw data sug-
gests a network outage, not WFH. One of the remaining 13 shows
a tiny visual change that are better detected by our algorithms,
showing the importance of automatic, quantitative evaluation for
accuracy. The other 12 all show WFH changes analogous to our
example (Figure 1).

Completeness:While we do not claim a 1:1 association between
detected changes and WFH events, we suggest weak completeness:
do we detect all blocks that have changes? To determine all blocks
with changes (positives), we manually examine 30 blocks without
change in the WFH period for visual changes that are missed in

CUSUM detection. We find 5 blocks (of 30) are missed by our algo-
rithms but could have been found; these represent false negatives
that we could find by tuning detection parameters. (The sixth block
in China just misses our 4-day window, making it a true negative.)
With 13 true positive detections in 18 positive events, that implies
recall is 72% based on weak completeness.

Finally, 9 blocks show CUSUM detections at dates distant from
WFH reports. Manual examination in raw data confirms these are
real changes. They may be WFH that we could not document, some
other human-activity changes in the region, or network mainte-
nance actions like reassigning user IP addresses. We expect regional
events to affect many people, so we can look for downward trends
in other blocks in the same location, as we study in §3.7. The lack
of other blocks with the same trend suggests network maintenance.
We examined the locations of these 9 blocks, and only two had
many other blocks triggering on the same day, suggesting two
downtrend events that could not document as Covid-related and
seven events consistent with small-scale network changes. This
analysis suggests that correlated changes in one location are better
predictors than the results of individual blocks.

3.7 Validation by Location
Examination of blocks suggests block-level precision is good, and
our case studies (§4) suggest it can discover events. We next validate
the ability of our algorithms to assist discovery, examining the
data behind two random locations selected from all gridcells with
change-sensitive blocks. As stated in §3.6, we focus on WFH as
health policies are often publicly documented.

The United Arab Emirates: We randomly select gridcell (24N,
54E) in The United Arab Emirates and 25 of its 230 change-sensitive
blocks. This country started a Covid-cleaning campaign on 2020-
03-22 and began a night curfew on 2020-03-26 [21].

As before, we validate all blocks by comparing detection dates to
news reports and examining raw data. Of the 25 blocks, 11 blocks
have CUSUM-detected changes near the lockdown date.We confirm
that all 11 blocks suggest Covid-related changes (true positives),
showing precision is 100%. CUSUM changes peak on 2020-03-24
with 21.3% of blocks changing, ten times more than any other day
in 2020h1. Four blocks show changes at other dates, but this huge
peak focuses on the true WFH period. The other four blocks show
changes in raw data but are not detected by CUSUM, suggesting
73% recall at this location.
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Slovenia: We randomly selected The second gridcell (46N, 14E)
in Slovenia. We examine 25 of the 936 change-sensitive blocks in the
region. Slovenia closed all educational institutions on 2020-03-16,
with additional suspensions later [84].

Of the 25 randomly selected blocks, we find 7 blocks show
changes near 2020-03-16 and confirm them to be Covid-related
(true positives), showing precision is 100%. The peak of changes
on 2020-03-16 is larger than other peaks, supporting the 6 blocks
showing non-correlated changes on other dates. Two blocks show
changes in the raw data but are not detected by CUSUM, suggesting
77% recall here.

Discussion: These examples suggest that our approach finds
outages at locations due to Covid. Enough blocks detect Covid-WFH
to filter out non-correlated sources of change.

4 RESULTS: REAL WORLD EVENTS
In this section, we use our approach to discover real-world events
related to human-activity changes and confirm them with ground
truth. We report on trends in changes seen in 2020h1, and then
present two case studies: China changes correlating with spring
festival; and two curfews in India, the first pre-Covid and the second
at the start of their Covid response.

4.1 Overall Trends
We next examine changes detected in human activity in 2020h1.
Figure 8 shows the global count of downward trends in changes
for each continent over six months. We geolocate blocks using
Maxmind and assign each gridcell to a continent. By continent,
data is heavily aggregated; we find data exploration is easier in a
2 × 2◦ gridcell in our interactive website [86].

Although aggregated, we see several trends. First, the large per-
centage of changes in Asia around 2020-01-20 (at (i)) might cor-
respond to the Spring Festival, celebrated widely in many Asian
countries and regions. Most of the rest of the world showed signifi-
cant changes around 2020-03-20 (at (ii) and (iii)), corresponding to
initial Covid pandemic control measures. Low percentages in Ocea-
nia (dashed line, middle graph) show the success of their limits on
international travel to control the spread of Covid in this period. The
large percentage in Africa (at (ii)) reflects the over-representation
of Morocco in our data (see Figure 7) and their lockdown begin-
ning 2020-03-20 [50]. These trends show opportunities for global
analysis; we next examine specific localities.

4.2 China in January
Here, we discuss the detection of activity changes in China in late
January. We correlate these changes with two concurrent events:
the Wuhan lockdown started on 2020-01-23 [6], and the week-long
Spring Festival began on 2020-01-24.

Figure 9a shows downward network changes for all of China (in
a 2 × 2◦ gridcell) on 2020-01-27. We see large downward trends in
several cities, including Wuhan.

For Wuhan’s (30N, 114E) gridcell, Figure 9b illustrates the num-
ber of downward detections we observe for all blocks over six
months. We see a peak in the first quarter around 2020-01-27, show-
ing about 2.7% or 68 of 1,498 change-sensitive blocks reduce usage
that day. We also see changes elsewhere in China at the same time,
such as Shanghai (the light blue circle (30N, 120E) on the east coast
of China, about 5.1% or 641 of 12,498 change-sensitive blocks) and
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Figure 9: China

Beijing (another light-blue circle at (38N, 116E), about 3.5% or 402
of 11,412 change-sensitive blocks). Although a small percentage,
both are large absolute changes.

Since the Wuhan lockdown and Spring Festival were concur-
rent events, we cannot attribute network changes specifically to
either one. Our data confirm that we detected changes when Spring
Festival began in China, and when Wuhan went into lockdown
simultaneously, consistent with widespread media reports [6]. We
again perform the same analysis on 2023q1, and observe similar
changes during the Spring Festival Holiday, as shown in Appen-
dix §B.3. However, we cannot determine if the Covid lockdown or
Spring Festival solely caused the change in 2020.

In addition to the January peak matching spring festival, Fig-
ure 9b shows large peaks in April and June. We cannot find media
reports of large events in these months. These events may be unpub-
licized or voluntary WFH, potential non-Covid events (described
next), or possibly outages.

4.3 India in February and March
Our second case study examines India in February and March 2020.
In browsing our data, we noticed hot spots of network changes
starting on 2020-02-23 for several days. We observed that the east
of New Delhi, where fewer networks made for a more significant
relative change. As we refined our data processing, these changes
were smaller than Covid-related lockdowns on 2020-03-23, but they
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(a) A 2 × 2◦ gridcell map on 2020-02-28.
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Figure 10: India

provide evidence for network changes that are not Covid-related
Figure 10a shows changes on the peak 2020-02-28, with a noticeable
drop (2%, or 38 of 1,873 change-sensitive blocks) in usage, which
correlates with riots over several days (-02-23 to -29) protesting
changes in immigration law [91]. This location’s largest drop (8%, or
151) occurred on 2020-03-22, which corresponds to the first Covid-
related curfew in India: the Janata curfew on 2020-03-22 [54] and
lockdown on 2020-03-24.

We have no evidence of curfews, but there were calls for curfews
and police and army intervention, suggesting people chose to stay
home. These examples of Covid-related WFH in March and non-
Covid-WFH in February suggest thatWFH can havemultiple causes,
but their outcome on the Internet is similar. We perform the same
analysis for 2023q1, and observe no changes in India, as shown in
Appendix §B.4, suggesting the changes in 2020 not local holidays.
(We found a similar event in Thailand, omitted due to space.)

5 RELATEDWORK
In this paper, we leverage network measurements to infer changes
in daily human activity, and validate our algorithm against possible
events due to CovidWFH, given the impact of Covid-19 on our lives.
Here we discuss several studies and consider their interactions.

Diurnal Networks and Trends: Diurnal activity and seasonal-
ity are common in many time series, including networking. Several
well-established mathematical methods exist to extract seasonal

trends [24, 51]. It is well known that network traffic is diurnal, but
recent work showed that IP address usage often shows diurnal pat-
terns [72]. We use diurnal address usage to detect human activity,
and established tools to extract underlying trends (§2.5).

Covid and Network Traffic: Several groups have reported
about how the Internet responded to changes during Covid-19.
Ukani et al. studied the network usage of university students at
the application level [93]. Facebook reported large traffic increases
following lockdown [12]. Another study evaluated traffic changes
from an ISP, IXP, and an educational network [33]. Researchers
examined the Italian Internet during Covid-19, finding increased
variability in latency [17]. ICANN examined the impact of a na-
tionwide lockdown in France on DNS, showing increases in overall
DNS traffic [5]. Telefónica analyzed how cellular network usage and
performance shifted in UK [59]. Toorn et al. investigated how rDNS
entries change due to work-from-home measures [94]. While the
above work studies traffic of different kinds, we are the first to study
address responsiveness applied to understand real-world events.
Our data also provides a global perspective (although non-uniform),
rather than that of one service.

Researchers have used Google Trends to correlate public interest
in Covid with observed cases [29], goals that are close to ours, but
with a very different signal. We study Covid-related changes using
the Internet, too, but we consider WFH as inferred from IP address
usage without special access to other metrics of traffic.

Active Internet Measurement: Several prior groups have stud-
ied the Internet with active probing of some or all of the Internet, of-
ten to study address use or outages. USC began whole-Internet cen-
suses in 2006 to evaluate address usage [49]. ZMap [28] and Masss-
can [42] emphasize scanning speed. Other systems have leveraged
active probing to detect outages: Thunderping probes addresses in
areas undergoing weather events to look for outages [79]. Trinoc-
ular pings millions of networks, inferring outages from Bayesian
inference [71]. Chocolatine employs SARIMA models to forecast In-
ternet Background Radiation (IBR) time series to detect outages [45].
It uses data from the UCSDNetwork Telescope [16]. Richter et al. in-
fer network disruptions from drops in traffic as seen by a major
CDN [74]. Disco monitors the bursts of TCP disconnects to detect
outages [82]. Dainotti et al. use BGP updates and IBR to study the
Internet outages caused by censorship at the country level [23].
Hubble combines active probing with passive BGP monitoring to
detect Internet failures. It also identifies network entities that might
be the cause [56]. Our work builds on these prior systems for ac-
tive scanning and reuses data from Trinocular, but with the new
algorithms and the new application of detecting human activity.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Wehave shown that observations of the Internet address responsive-
ness can detect daily human-activity changes —the first demonstra-
tion of inferring large-scale human activity from IP responsiveness,
and an important example of using the Internet to understand our
world. Our algorithms reconstruct diurnal trends from existing
data collected to detect Internet outages, augment it with addi-
tional probing, then detect changes in daily IP address usage. We
validate the algorithms by studying their components, evaluating
randomly selected blocks, verifying observed changes end-to-end,
and illustrating news events in multiple locations.
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A RESEARCH ETHICS AND DATA
AVAILABILITY

In developing a new measurement technique, we must consider
the potential new risks it creates for individuals and organizations.
Our overall goal is to identify human activity. Our general way
to minimize risk is to focus on aggregate activity and avoid the
identification of individuals through a combination of technical and
policy methods.

Risks: The primary risk to individuals is that data may expose
the activity of specific users—work schedules of individuals may be
sensitive. We avoid this risk by separating what we learn about IP
addresses from knowledge of specific individuals. We do not have
any the knowledge of which individuals use which IP addresses, so
our data does not, by itself, pose any risk to individuals.

Of course, other datasets associate IP addresses with individuals.
ISPs and organizations may track user-to-IP mapping for account-
ability. Combining such mapping data with our data might pose

a risk. We minimize this risk by aggregating data by /24 prefixes
early in our processing pipeline and handling pre-aggregated data
with largely automated procedures. Our analysis requires specific
IP addresses only through the reconstruction phase (§2.3). Finally,
we commit not to join pre-aggregated data with other data sources
that risk de-anonymization.

Beyond individuals, WFH activity may be sensitive to organiza-
tions [53]. For example, increased deliveries correlate with longer
work and may indicate unusual events [78]. In some countries and
regions, Covid response has become politicized; its absence may
be seen as supportive or critical of government policies. While pro-
tecting the privacy of individuals is important, the reputation of
organizations or regions must be balanced with the public’s need
to understand the choices people make.

In addition to privacy concerns, the measurement traffic we use
places a small burden on the studied networks. Fortunately, about
6/7ths of the measurement data used in this paper was collected
for an ongoing measurement study (Trinocular [71]). The only new
data we collect are the additional observations in §2.8. However,
even if we take responsibility for all measurements (including pre-
existing measurements), the original Trinocular work [71] showed
that its cost is quite minimal: each observer adds less than 1% to
2010 background radiation for targeted blocks [97]. With scanning
(both benign and malicious) far more prevalent today than in 2010,
this relative estimate would certainly be smaller today.

Benefits: The benefits of our work are to provide a new method
of identifying trends in human activity on a global scale by rean-
alyzing existing data. The Covid pandemic is an ongoing global
health crisis resulting in millions of deaths with broad social and
economic impacts over the last two years. We believe that our
analysis can provide a new perspective on actual human activity,
thereby contributing to discussions about public health response.
Although measurements of the Internet have their own limitations,
we see it as providing a valuable complement to traditional tools to
understand public health, such as surveys, institutional reporting,
and wastewater monitoring.

In our view, these benefits outweigh the risks.
Data collection: Most of our analysis is new evaluation of the

existing datasets listed in Table 6, although we also are taking addi-
tional data (§2.8). Although some risk is created by new information
available through our analysis, the underlying data and therefore
the potential of such risk is not new.

Data distribution: We are committed to providing the results of
our data to the research community and no charge. However, to
ensure that researchers do not create additional privacy risks, we
distribute data under terms-of-use that forbids de-anonymization
and redistribution.

IRB review: Our work was reviewed by our university’s Institu-
tional Review Board and because it does not identify individuals, it
was classified as non-human-subjects research (USC #UP-20-00909).

Datasets: Table 6 lists all datasets used in this paper.

B CASE STUDY OF SPECIFIC BLOCKS
We use Figure 1 as a running example in §2 to show our method-
ology. It was one of many that we examined when developing
our approach. We next review additional blocks to provide more
representatives of changes that we observed.
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abbr. dataset name start duration
2023q1-c internet_outage_adaptive_a51c-20230101 2023-01-01 12 weeks
2023q2-c internet_outage_adaptive_a52c-20230401 2023-04-01 12 weeks
2020q1-e internet_outage_adaptive_a39e-20200101 2020-01-01 12 weeks
2020q2-e internet_outage_adaptive_a40e-20200401 2020-04-01 12 weeks
2023q1-e internet_outage_adaptive_a51e-20230101 2023-01-01 12 weeks
2023q2-e internet_outage_adaptive_a52e-20230401 2023-04-01 12 weeks
2023q1-g internet_outage_adaptive_a51g-20230101 2023-01-01 12 weeks
2023q2-g internet_outage_adaptive_a52g-20230401 2023-04-01 12 weeks
2020q1-j internet_outage_adaptive_a39j-20200101 2020-01-01 12 weeks
2020q2-j internet_outage_adaptive_a40j-20200401 2020-04-01 12 weeks
2020q1-n internet_outage_adaptive_a39n-20200101 2020-01-01 12 weeks
2020q2-n internet_outage_adaptive_a40n-20200401 2020-04-01 12 weeks
2023q1-n internet_outage_adaptive_a51n-20230101 2023-01-01 12 weeks
2023q2-n internet_outage_adaptive_a52n-20230401 2023-04-01 12 weeks
2019q4-w internet_outage_adaptive_a38w-20191001 2019-10-01 12 weeks
2020q1-w internet_outage_adaptive_a39w-20200101 2020-01-01 12 weeks
2020q2-w internet_outage_adaptive_a40w-20200401 2020-04-01 12 weeks
2023q1-w internet_outage_adaptive_a51w-20230101 2023-01-01 12 weeks
2023q2-w internet_outage_adaptive_a52w-20230401 2023-04-01 12 weeks
2020it89-w internet_address_survey_reprobing_it89w-20200219 2020-02-19 2 weeks

Table 6: Existing, publicly available datasets used in this pa-
per, from [70]. Letter indicates observer’s location: c: Col-
orado data from Ft. Collins; e: ISI-East, nearWashington, DC;
g: Greece, at Athens U. of Economics in Business; j: Japan,
Keio University, near Tokyo; n: Netherlands, near Utrecht;
w: ISI-West, Los Angeles.

(a) The anon. block with only diurnal activity.

(b) The anon. block with a non Covid-related change.

Figure 11: Two representative change-sensitive blocks.

B.1 Detection in Two Additional Blocks
We first show a diurnal block that appears to have a Covid-related
change. In Figure 11a we see active addresses change from 0 to
20 over each 24 hours, a trend that occurs all days of the week,
including weekends. The diurnal activity disappears on 2020-03-20,
suggesting a Covid-related lockdown. This block is in the U.A.E.,
so this event roughly matches news reports (see §3.7).

Figure 11b shows another block that is change-sensitive, with
a small but detectable diurnal swing. This block shows a small

decrease in trend in the last few days of March, but not enough to
trigger detection. It also shows a large change in mid-February, with
active address dropping from around 100 to 0. We believe this event
corresponds to a network outage or ISP-based reassignment of users
to another address block. The pair of a downward trend followed up
an upward detection shown in the bottom bar is typical of this kind
of event. This example is consistent with the pair of downward and
upward trends that occur over many blocks in Beijing on 2002-04-15
and -18, shown in Figure 9b.
B.2 A Pre-Covid VPN
We next consider a /24 block (128.125.52.0/24) that is part of USC’s
VPN (Figure 15). We initially determined it was VPN based on
reverse DNS addresses, and then later confirmed this use with USC
network operators.

Figure 15a shows the number of active addresses over time. We
see that after 10 weeks of steady use, the address usage drops off
significantly, just as WFH begins. This outcome seems backwards
from what one would expect —VPN usage should go up with WFH.
USC network operators explained that they shifted the campus
VPN to a newer, larger address space because of an anticipated
increase in use. Thus use of address space went down because use
shifted to another block.

Figure 15b confirms that the usage change is found with change-
point detection. This block is classified as change-sensitive block.
We observe the number of active IP addresses has a significant drop
around 2020-03-15 based on Figure 15a and the upper bar chart of
Figure 15b. The change point detected around 2020-03-15 reflects
ground truth that WFH begins at USC.

Our detection algorithms find this block, but tracking migration
to different blocks is outside the scope of this paper.
B.3 Beijing in 2023q1
Figure 12 presents changes inWuhan and Beijing in the first quarter
of 2023. We see a significant peak around 2023-01-20 in Beijing.
According to Holiday Calendar, Spring Festival in China started
from 2023-01-22 and lasted until early February. This suggests that
the peak is related to people leaving workplace and staying at home
during Spring Festival.
B.4 New Delhi in 2023q1
Figure 13 shows that there is no distinguishable peak in New Delhi
in 2023q1, whereas we saw a large change in late March in 2020q1.

C RECONSTRUCTION CASE STUDIES
We next examine good and difficult sample blocks to help under-
stand factors that affect the reconstruction quality. Figure 4 shows
two blocks, comparing the survey’s ground truth (the dark blue
line) against our reconstruction (the light orange line).

Reconstruction in the top block is accurate; Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient is 0.89 and a scan time is 3300 s (about an hour).
Qualitatively, the shape matches, with reconstruction and working
ours both showing daily peaks matching working hours, sharp
changes at the start of each day, and flat activity between workdays.
The main difference is the maximum number of active, with recon-
struction 9% lower than truth. This shortfall is because Trinocular
stops probing after a success, so discovery of new addresses is slow.
However, the reconstruction preserves change sensitivity.
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Figure 12: *Changes for Wuhan (top)
and Beijing (bottom), 2023q1.
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Figure 13: *Changes for (28N, 76E: New
Delhi), 2023q1
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Figure 15: A VPN block (128.125.52.0/24) and detection.

The block in the lower figure shows a greater challenge for recon-
struction. This block is heavily used (120 to 160 active addresses),
and it sees a large daily shift, with consistent changes every day
of the week. With many active addresses, a full scan requires 8
hours and reconstruction (orange) lags truth (blue). We see the
low-pass effects of reconstruction, spreading out some of the true
activity, flattening the peaks and raising the valleys. The correlation
coefficient is 0.40.

Both blocks show imperfect reconstruction, but reconstruction is
sufficient for change-sensitivity and these blocks are used in WFH
detection. They motivate additional probing and reasons blocks
may be misclassified (Table 3).
D THRESHOLDS FOR GEOGRAPHIC

COVERAGE
In §3.5 we examined geographic coverage, and we required thresh-
olds of at least 5 change-sensitive blocks for represented gridcell,
and 5 ping-responsive blocks as an observed gridcell. We select
these values to avoid false-positives due to noise from non-WFH
changes that can occur in single blocks.

Figure 14 shows how sensitive coverage is to varying these
thresholds. The blue line represents number of change-sensitive
blocks in gridcells. The orange line represents the number of blocks
in gridcells. We see similar results for geographic coverage for most
small values of 3 or more. Weighted values are very insensitive to
these thresholds because the majority of blocks are in gridcells with
good observability or representation.

E INDIANA ON 2020-03-15
To understand applicability of our approach in North America we
explored WFH events in the United States through our website [86].

Our website supports examination of the underlying blocks. We
can see that 36 blocks in Indiana University (AS87 and AS27198)
were detected as WFH on 2020-03-15. This data corresponds with
the beginning of spring break (Friday, 2020-03-13) followed by
remote learning beginning on 2020-03-19 [77].

This example shows the use of our algorithms and website to
discover an event unknown to us. It also shows the role of universi-
ties for having change-sensitive networks. Universities often have
large IPv4 allocations (as Autonomous System 87, IU was an early
adopter) and so are able to use public IP addresses for dynamic use.
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